When it comes to ultimate adaptability to numerous flooring types, DYNAMIC® holds the market. Breaking all the rules, this revolutionary product saves time with its instant access to light traffic. Dynamic® provides the waterproof benefits of a hard-set adhesive while aggressively retaining PSA-like surface tack.

**Shelf Life:** 2 Years

**AVAILABLE IN 1- AND 4-GALLON PAILS**

**PRODUCT BENEFITS**
- Immediate access for light traffic (PSA)
- ColorReady® technology improves install accuracy
- High-strength, waterproof bond
- PSA performance with hard-set resilience
- LEED v4 contributing
  - CDPH/EHLB Standard Method v1.2
  - Meets SCAQMD Rule 1168, 11 g/L
  - Does not contain methylene chloride and perchloroethylene
  - Contributes to low emitting materials

**APPROVED FLOORING TYPES**
- LVT/LVP
- Carpet tile (hard- and soft-backed)
- Sheet goods (vinyl, homogeneous, heterogeneous, fiberglass)
- Rubber (tile and sheet)
- WPC/WSC
- Cork-backed hard surface
- Cork underlayment
- VCT/VET
- Broadloom carpet (breathable and vinyl-backed)
- Carpet cushion to substrate
- Stair treads (rubber and vinyl)

**APPLICATION METHODS**
- 90-350 sf/gal
- Note: Coverage range dependent upon substrate composition and porosity, application method and flooring type.

**CERTIFICATIONS**

*Data icons reference PSA usage only. See technical data sheet for details.*